It is to reflect the smiles of aontable, who speak loudly of the public good, that they may have an opportunity of advancing selfish interests, and pronounce the name of patriots with treason and cowardice concealed in their hearts, but there we would not remember nor would we grant that they have any claim to the high distinctions of being called men. And if it should happen that their names go down to later generations, they are mentioned only as a warning against the crime and the utter ruin attending a sacrifice of honor. Where this sentiment is a principle, a man is raised to an infinitely higher position, and though he be devoid of wealth and ancestral honors, devoid of fluent speech and excellently pure, and without a claim, his heart beating in his bosom a divine impulsion inspires him to place so high a value upon it that the gold of California and the riches of Colombia could not induce him to make a surrender. And if in any period of the history of the world the stars of repleated lustre have risen in yonder number than in another it was the development of a high sense of honor and because it was regarded as a fixed principle of action. It is this that gives the sturdy bearing of the eye of intellect and the fiery flashing of the eye of passion, the love of youth and manhood's ambition and it forms bright spot in the character of man around which the best affections linger and the sweetest memories gather.